
Video Surveillance – Beyond Security  

Provides Business Insights 

 
The primary goal of any department store's security system is loss prevention. Video surveillance goes a long way in preventing theft and protecting a store's assets, while also providing safety for its customers and employees. Retailing today is a tough business and store owners face many challenges. The most obvious of these are theft and inventory shrinkage which cut into the stores’ profits. Retail surveillance using network video solutions offers an excellent means to prevent shrinkage/pilferage. By deterring crime, it reduces losses and creates a safer environment for staff and customers.  Retail analytics already available in surveillance technologies include a variety of functions, such as hotspot detection and facial recognition. Retailers can use this to gain insight into areas like customer age and in-store behaviour.  Video surveillance systems are now essential in a retail environment.   A digital surveillance system doesn’t just protect the business, it provides a host of beneficial side effects that more than offset the cost of the initial investment.   Benefits – beyond security.  Employees feel safer The surveillance system is reassuring. Employees know that they shouldn’t confront someone dangerous because the suspicious and/or illegal activity will be recorded by the surveillance system. It is a fact that when employees feel safer they are more productive and are able to focus on 



providing excellent customer service.  Further the surveillance system acts as a deterrent to potential criminals. They are less likely to take the risk of doing something illegal in the first place.  Continuous surveillance  With cameras providing continuous surveillance coverage, department stores can be monitored and protected from break-ins and theft even after working hours.  Loss prevention  Security cameras help cut down on shrinkage / pilferage by acting as a deterrent, and by spotting suspicious activity as it happens. When an act of shoplifting is observed on camera, security staff can be quickly deployed to the scene.   

  Crime investigation  Recorded footage provided by the surveillance cameras is extremely useful for investigation of crimes and for suspect identification. It also reduces the time taken to investigate an incident.  Prevent employee theft  Employee theft is an unfortunate fact in retail stores. It is an enormous problem. The presence of video surveillance cameras deters such activity and captures visual evidence of workers in the act of stealing from their employers.  Provide customer service information  Customer service is a big deal for department stores which need to provide a welcoming atmosphere that will bring shoppers back again and again. A video surveillance system allows store managers to monitor employee behaviour and to make sure that customers are being treated properly.  Monitor customer activity  Surveillance cameras provide information that is helpful for store planning.  
 They help store owners  

o manage queues 
o count people   



  
o monitor flow control 
o measure dwell time  This information supports the development of better store layouts - via heat mapping and dwell time applications. The flow of customers can determine the store's interior layout.   Remote monitoring IP surveillance systems enable remote viewing. It is possible to monitor the workplace from a remote location; not only for security, but for enhanced employee productivity too. Typically, when the boss is around, employees are more productive. With remote monitoring the Boss is able to keep an eye on activity even when far away from the store. It also enables the Boss to identify issues that need to be addressed.  Deterrent With cameras providing continuous surveillance coverage, Retail stores can be monitored and protected from break-ins and theft even after working hours. As potential criminals notice the surveillance cameras, they are less likely to take the risk of doing something illegal in the first place. Outside the store itself, network video can be connected to access control systems, or used for general surveillance of the building’s exterior and parking lot.   Prevents Sweet-hearting Some retail employees may give unauthorized product discounts to their friends and family members by entering wrong numbers or failing to scan an item. Sweet-hearting is often missed by management as employees are discrete in selling discounted products (or sometimes free products) at the cash register. Retail store security cameras make it possible to catch employees in the act so that the Store-in-charge can respond immediately.  Makes both Customers and Employees feel safe Recorded footage provided by surveillance cameras is extremely useful for investigations of crimes and for suspect identification. Employees are reassured that that their employer has them covered. Employees know that they shouldn’t confront someone dangerous because the suspicious and/or illegal activity will be recorded, thanks to the surveillance system. In addition, when employees feel safer they're more productive, and they're able to focus on providing excellent customer service.  



 People Count  Data on the number of shoppers and the typical time of entry/exit helps determine employee schedules.  
 

 
This helps the Store to manage labour costs and to check the effect of marketing stores and to identify outliers. This helps improve operational efficiency.
Managing In-Store Displays and PromotionsAnalytics easily determines when someone is lingering where they shouldn’t be, or is left in a spot that indicates a potential threat. technology can be deployed to tell a merchant how often and for how long are people observing a particular display, or how many people are walking down a side aisle By gathering this kind of data, a retailer stopping at a sale table, or (ii) review the  

 Besides, long lines can be eliminatedthem when more than four or more people are queuing at a register. With this information in hand, they can (i) move sales personnel to the actions to address this issue.  

Data on the number of shoppers and the typical time of entry/exit helps determine employee 

 
This helps the Store to manage labour costs and to check the effect of marketing traffic in different This helps improve operational efficiency. 

Store Displays and Promotions Analytics easily determines when someone is lingering where they shouldn’t be, or when hat indicates a potential threat. That same dwell-and-linger and peopletechnology can be deployed to tell a merchant how often and for how long are people observing a particular display, or how many people are walking down a side aisle instead of a main one.By gathering this kind of data, a retailer can (i) better design signage because few people are (ii) review the in-store traffic pattern to prevent a bottleneck.

be eliminated if retailers program their people-counting video analytics to tell them when more than four or more people are queuing at a register. With this information in hand, move sales personnel to the ‘busy spot’, (ii) open another register or (iii) take other 
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Reduces False Alarms Analytics makes note of unusual behavior such as entering through the exit. However, these activities are not always criminal. By triggering a video alarm of the event, security staff can quickly check it out.  It could be a child is playing with the automatic doors, or it could be a true security risk. The same can be said for someone who may set off an alarm because an article surveillance tag was inadvertently left on an item that was sold. By marrying video with the article surveillance system the video can record that event and show that it is not someone leaving the store with an item, but rather entering the store, which means a theft isn’t likely underway.  Drives profitability  With less theft – from both employees and customers – the retailer doesn’t have to raise prices for to cover cost of pilferage. As the product purchased only leaves the store when it's paid for by a customer, rather than being stolen, mark-ups previously used to account for this loss can be eliminated. More competitive prices mean you'll attract more business.  POS integration and analytics This provides a very fast investigation tool that enables search by store location, employee, and transaction type or amount. It becomes possible to very quickly review full receipts with associated video for rapid verification of facts.  An IP-surveillance system can be triggered by another system, so surveillance footage is always captured in connection with an alarm, or whenever the electronic cash register system is activated.  Caveats  Privacy  Care must be taken to respect the privacy of both the employees and customers. Video surveillance of public areas throughout department stores is a widely accepted security measure. However it is considered a potential breach of privacy to install cameras in areas such as employees break rooms, bathrooms, and dressing rooms.  Over dependence  Other security measures must be in place to counter the threat of a thief or an employee tampering with a store surveillance camera.   


